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§1. Introduction.
1.1. In this paper we consider two important structuring principles used in software design:
modularisation and parameterisation.:. Our treatment of `moduiarisation is based on the ideas behind
Module Algebra as presented in [BHK86]; as to parameterisation, we follow the line pursued in the
definition of the design language COLD-K (see [FHKR87]), where parameterisation is considered
as a form of lambda abstraction.
We sketch the contents of this paper. In §2 we introduce some prerequisites:- a (programming,
design or specification) language PL, a logic L and an interpretation of PL in L. In §3 we
define modules and investigate their interpretation by theories, and §4 contains a first-order theory
TM about modules and theories. §5 is about parameterisation, which is modeled as an extension
of TM with a variant of typed lambda calculus. In §6 finally, we discuss several candidate logics
for L and inspect whether they satisfy interpolation, an important property for the logical
interpretation of modularisation and parameterisation.
1.2. Acknowledgements.
The author thanks Jan Bergstra for explaining Module Algebra to him, and Loe,Feijs and Piet
Rodenburg for comments on an earlier draft of this paper.

§2. Prerequisites.
2.1. Signatures.
The signatures in this paper are sets of symbols for sorts, functions and predicates. As usual,
functions and predicates have a type of the form S 1 x ... x Sn -4 S resp, S 1 x ... X Sn; here
S, S 1,...,Sn are sort symbols. A set s of sort, function and predicate symbols is called closed if
the following holds:,

if FE s and F is a function symbolTwithtype' S 1, x
then S 1,..., Sn, S (=-.s; idem for predicate

.

x S. --> S,

In this paper, all signatures are supposed to be closed. It is evident that closedness is

preserved under u and r).
2.2. Languages.

EPL and let L be
Let PL be a (programming, design or specification) language with
with signature YL :and a deri vability relation
some logic, consisting of a language (also called
F. We put
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SP = Is I s (LEPL, s a finite signature}
SL "= Is I s cEL, s a finite signature}
If e is some expression of PL or L then Vi(e) °denotes its- signature, i.e. the set"of'a11 sort,
in e
:"function- and predicate
in We
with
is
we haveY, :PL =a SIB
: IL. -a SL

2.3. Interpretation.
We 'assume a-mapping

[j :PL -L
called interpretation to be given, providing PL with a logical semantics in terms of L.
We also assum&that Q ] is- complemented by

Qj SP -4 SL,
satisfying
Qs u s] = Qs] U Qs]
Qs _r s±] -

Qs

Q

`

tr..E(Qe1) = EX(e)3.

The expressions f of ]AIL for which [f] is a sentence (i.e. is closed) are the building blocks of
modules: we call them flat modules. F is the collection of all flat modules. It is assumed that there
is a flat module . empty empty., with- [empty - T.' °
F -_

We assume the binary operation * (eoitcateriation)-om F to be-egiven,_ with `the property
Qf*g] ="Qf] 'Qg].

Finally we assume that L satisfies:
i) interpolation, i.e. if 0,yfE IL with 0 I- yr, then there is an interpolant 8 for- 0 I- yr; i.e.
$ F 9 and` 8 -I- tV

° 1(e) c E( ) n Vv)

i-'=:
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ii) compactness: if t is a set of formulae in IL and t F 0, then there are Vi,...Nn E t with
{Wl,...,Wn} F 0-

§3. Modules and theories.
3.1. Modules:
The collection of modules M is defined by

M:={<s,f>Isc (f),f°E F
s is called the visible signature of <s,f>, Y_(f) - s the hidden (or invisible) part of E(f). F is
embedded in M by the following mapping I:

I:F -*M
I(f) := <1(f),f>

We define * on M by

*:MxM-4 F
<s,f> * <s',f> := f[h := h'] * f[k := k]
where h = hl,...,hm, k = kl,...,kn are the elements of the hidden signature of s resp. S'' and
h', k' are sequences of fresh names of corresponding length. So inSo=in..<s,f> * <s';f> -only name
clashes between visible names are possible.
Now we define import or combination on modules by

+:MXM-> M
<s,f> + <s',f> := <svs', <s,f>*<s',f».
Export is defined by

:SPXM-*M
<sns',f>
We also define the empty module over a signature-

e: SP -4 M
e(s) := <s,empty>
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3..2. Theories.

For the interpretation of modules we use theories in IL, closed under the deduction relation, so we
define the mapping

Cl : SL x p (IL) -* p (IL)

(p (IL) is the power set of L

I t F $ and E(0) S s);

C1(s,t) := {

hence Cl(s,t) is closed under deduction and has s as signature.
Sometimes we write Cl(s,4.) for C1(s,{4.}). We also put
t_Cl(s).= {$1

IM c s}.

We define

T := {C1(s,t) I sE SL, t r= p(L)},
so T is the collection of all theories in IL, with finite signature. Also

E:T ---) SL
E(t) := u{E(4.) 10 E t},
so:, t =.Cl(E(t),t)..

Combination (also called union) and export on : T a? - defined by -

+:TxT-*T
t + t' := Cl(E(t) U E(t'), t u t')

:SPxT-4T
sot := Cl(s) n t
Finally we define the theory of derivables over a signature by

d:SP-4T
d(s) := {0 11- 0 and E(0) C s}
3.3. Interpretation of modules.
The interpretation of modules is defined in a natural way by
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L : M -4 T
L(<s,f>) := Cl([s],[f]).
The operations., I, E, +, i f L, Q,-r) defined above-satisfy, several properties: an -(incomplete) list
is in §4. Most of them are direct consequences of the definitions of the operations involved,

combined with elementary properties of sets and the derivability relation. Some are less trivial and
require the interpolation theorem, as we shall seeybelow_

3.4. Lemma.
i)
t) = d(sns') + sot.

ii) If E(t)nE(t') c s, then so(t+t') = (sot) + (sot').
iii) L(m+m') = L(m) + L(m').
Proof. (i) We have

Cl(s) n Cl(s'uE(t),t) _ {4 1 t F 0 and E(4) c sn(s'uE(t))},
c sn(s'uE(t)))
d(sns') + sot = Cl(s'u (t),C1(s)nt}.;-= { I °C1(s)nt F 0 and
so the inclusion from right to left is easy; to prove the opposite, we assume t F 4. Then there is a
Nf E t with VF 0. The interpolation theorem yields a: 8 with qF O.,-,G1---,O and 1(8) c

E(yf)nE(O) c E(t)nsn(s'uE(t)) = E(t)ns, so 8 E C1(s)nt and hence Cl(s)nt F 0.
(ii) (Theorem 4.2.2 of .[BHK86],),This requires

and E(4) c sn(E(t)uE(t'))} -ku3
(sot) + (sot') _ {01 (tut')nC1(s) F 4: and E(4) c sn(E(t)uE(t'))}
= (4 l tut' F

so assume tut' F 0, E(4) c sn(E(t)uE(t)). Then there are Nf E __t, yr' E t' with yfnyr' F 0; by
the interpolation theorem there is a 8 with yf F 8, 8 F yr'--*4 and E(8) C_ E(yr)nE(yr'-*4) c

E(t)n(E(t')u(sn(E(t)vE(t')))) _ (E(t)nE(t'))u(snE(t)) C_-S, for. (t)nE(t') c s. So 8 E
tnCl(s), 0-*4 e t'nCl(s) and we see that (tut)nCl(s) F'4-.
iii) We have to show (assuming,' without loss of generality, that there are no name clashes
involving a hidden name):

Cl(Qs]u[s'], [f]n[f]) = Cl([s]u[s'], Cl([s],[f]).Cl(Qs'],[f]))-.

Now, s c E(f), so [f] 1- C1([s],[f]), aridanalogously:fors-' and, f; this yields the inclusion
from right to left. For the other. quay round; we argue as fellows: ,Assume -[f]A[f]F 0 and E(4)
c [s]u[s']. Then, by the interpolation theorem, there is a 8 with [f]F 8, 8n[f]F 0 and E(8)
C_ E([f]) n (E([f])u[s]u[s']) = [s] (by the assumption on hidden names), so 8E Cl([s],[f]);
applying the interpolation theorem again gives us an rl with [f]F TI, t1AOF 0 and E(rl) c
E([f]) n (Qs]u[s]u[s]) = [s'] (again by the assumption on hidden names), so rlE Cl([s'],[f]).
Now it follows that Cl([s],[f])uCl([s'],[f]) F 0.
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3.5. Remark.
3.4.(i) and 3.4.(ii) correspond to (E3) resp. (E4) in [BHK86]; however, the relation of (E3) with
are in fact equivalent to°the interpolation
,,,interpolation was not observed there.
theorem (as formulated in 2.3):-this is easily checked'bytaldng'
t :=

t

s := s'

( )' in 3.4 (i),

..,.

0(1(0),0), t':= d(I(y )), s := E(V) in 3.4.(ii).

3.6. Ordering and equivalence on M.

We introduce an ordering <- on M, induced by L:

<s,f> <- <s',f> := L(<s,f>) °C L(<s,f>) (i.e. C1([s],[f]) C Cl([s'],[f]))
One easily, sees "that <s,f> < <s',f> implies [s] C -Qs!]._

With <- we define an equivalence relation = on M:
<s,f> _ <s',f> := <s,f> <-<s',f> ;and <s f>> <s f>
To see that = is also a congruence relation w.r.t. + 4n'd o;-we' observe

m m'
= and n = ri'<``ip --L(m) = L(m') and" L(h) = L(n')
,L(m)

L(ni-+'L(n)
a L(m + n) = L(m' + n') (lemma 3.4.(iii))
=>

+ 'L(-nj =

4=>-, m +-,n =-, rd +,n',

m=

m' a

r
=>

L(m) = L(m').

[s]oL(m) T [s]oL(m')
g:(sorn) =.L(sam`) .(by [s]E. L(rn) =:L:(som))

b som = som'
§4. TM, a theory for modules.
4.1.. We define a many-sorted<first=order=theory TM The intended`model-is-the structure
<IF;M,5M,T,ST> =together-with the- functions and relations defined above-.
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F (flat modules)
M (modules)

sorts:

SM (signatures of modules)
T (theories)
ST (signatures of theories)
functions:

I : F ---> M (embedding)

I : F -* SM (signature)
I : M -4 EM (signature)
T --4 ST (signature)
_L,: M -4 T (logical semantics)
L : SM - ST (logical signature)
+ : M x M -> M (combination)-')
+ : T x T -4 T (union)
Y, :

e:SM-M
d:ST -T
u: SM x SM -* SM (union)
u : ST x ST -* ST (union)
r : SM x SM -4 SM (intersection)
r : ST x ST -> ST (intersection)

: S x M -+ M (export)
: S x T -* T (export)
relations:

<_ :

M .x M

S:TxT
c:SMx-SM
c_:STxST
terms, formulae: as usual.
logical axioms and rules: those of=many-sort

non-logical axioms (this list is not complete):

(1I)
(1+M)

(I(O) = E(f)
Y-(m+m') = E(m) U E(m')

(E+T)
(EL)

Y-(t+t') = E(t) u E(t')

!(L(m)) = L(!(m))

sn!(m)

(ET)
(!d)

=
0

sr!(t)

E(d(s)) = s

first order logic with equality.
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(EM)

m

(ET)

J(t)ot = t

(od+)

so(d(s) + t) = d(sns') + sot.

E(t)nY,(t') c s ->
(L+)

(Lo)

(sot) + (sot').

L(m+m') = L(m) + L(m')
L(som) =
usual axioms for + (idempotency, commutativity, associativity)

(u, n, C)

usual axioms for u, n, C

(_<)

usual axioms for partial ordering;

(<_EM)

m m' -+ E(m) C E(m')

(<ET)

t<_ t'

(<+M)

m5 m' -4 m+m"_m'+m"
t<_t'- t+t" <_t'+t"

(_<<+T)

<_

--* J(t) C E(t')

4.2. Relation with Module Algebra.

The theory TM is related to BMA (Basic Module Algebra) in [BHK86]. The main difference is
the following: BMA is an algebraic theory of modules and has several interpretations, one- of them
in theories of first-order logic; TM is a theory about modules and their. semantics in the form of
theories, and its interpretations are parameterised by a (programming) language with a logical
., _
. _
semantics.
11
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§5. TMP, a theory for modules and parameterisation.
In this section TM- is extended to a theory T.
abstraction in a typed context.

with :parameterisation using a variant of lambda

types:

M is a type
if o t are types then so is

constants:

IT for every type t, with type(l,t) =

terms:

as for TM, and:
if A and B are terms with type(A) = 6, type(B) _ - and, mG does not occur free
in A, then Xm6>_A.B is a term with type(%m 7>A.B) = 6- t ,
y
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if A and B are terms with type(A) = c -* t, type(B) = c y, then AB is a term
with type(AB) =,c
relations:

as for TM, and
<z : 'r X. T ,',for every type;

conventions: type sub- and superscripts are often omitted

Xm.A abbreviates Xrn?l.A
axioms:

as for TM, and

(S)

usual axioms for S,t (partial ordering with least element 1,t)

(<_ap)

A <_ B ---> AC <_ BC

(!! Xl)

A:5 B --4 Xmn A.C >_ Xm?B.C

(<_X2)

`dm(m?A - B<_C) -4 Xm?A.B <_ Xm?A.C
C > A - ,( m_>A.B)C = B[m;=C])

We now sketch the interpretation of this theory, extending the mapping [ . ].

[M]=M
[a--i] _ [6] -* [ti]

functions from [a] to
.,

J)

An ordering on these function spaces is:defined-inductively;y

if f,g E

then f:5 g := fx <_ gx for all x E [a].,

Terms are interpreted as follows (a is an assignment):

[AB](a) _ ([A](a))([B](a))
[Xm?A.B](a) = A.xe [type(A)]. if x? [A](a) then [B](a[m:=x]) else L
Soundness of the interpretation is checked straightforwardly.

Remark.
Not all terms of higher type are interpreted as monotonic functions, as one might think at first sight:
consider e.g.
A := Xm.Xn>_m.B;

it is clear that [A] is in general not monotonic, and antimonotonic if m does not occur in B.
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§6. The interpolation theorem.
6. 1. In §3 we have seen that the interpolation theorem for the logic -IL is necessary to obtain
several essential properties for our theory of modules. In this section we consider several
candidates for IL:
equational logic

first-order logic
logic with inductive definitions
infinitary logic
and investigate whether interpolation holds for these logics.

6.2. Equational logic.
This is the logic of algebraic specificatioris.'We define it'here as `the fragment of first-order logic
consisting of all equations; the deduction relation is defined by

E1,...,En F- F := (VEln...AVEn)-3VF holds in first-order logic,
where `dE is the universal closure of E
This logic does not satisfy the interpolation theorem: this follows from the following
counterexample (a simplification-of the one---given in'[BHK86],5.3.
6.2. 1. Counterexample.

There are equations E,F,G,H with
E, F, G F- H;

there is no I with [I] C [E] n[F,G,H], "E F-, I

id= I, F, G+ H.

Here [E] is the set of parameters (function and constant symbols) of E.
Proof. Put

E := fc=c,
F .= g(x,x,y)=y,
G := g(x,fx,a)=g(x,fx,b),

H .= a=b.
Now [E] n [F,G,H] _ { f,c } n { f,g,a,b } = {.f }, so [1] C [E] n [F,G,H] iff
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a) I = fmx=fmx, or
b) I = fmx=fnx (min), or
c) I = fmx-fny.
;

.

a): now F I, but F,G-l- H does not1o1d.
-b): now E F I does not hold: consider A < n+m+2,f,0 > with f0",O fx=x+1 if°0<x<n+m+2,
f(n+m+2)=1 to see that A. = E but not A ` k =I.
-

c): as (b).

Remark. In- first-order logic, the interpolant would be- `fix fx=x.

As we shall see in the next subsection, interpolation does hold in first-order-logic This leads to the
following open question:
what is the smallest fragment of first-order logic with equality which contains
equational logic and for which interpolation holds?

6.3. First order logic.
Here interpolation is a well-known property, discovered and proved by W. Craig in 1957 (see
[C57]) -We-mention a'consequence of the interpolation theorem, which will be used in the next
section to refute interpolation for logics with inductive definitions.
6.3.1. Beth's -definability' theorem ffB53-]).-

If. D(P) defines the predicate P implicitly, i.e. if
F D(P) A D(P') -4 Vxl...xn(Px1...xn t-4 Px1...x
then there is an explicit definition E = E(xl,...,xn), satisfying

F D(P) - Vx1...xn(Px1...xn a-E(x
Proof. Take for E the interpolant of
D(P) A Px1...xn F D(P') -4 P'x1...xn.
6.4. Logic with inductive definitions.
For the logical interpretation of languages containing recursive definitions -and/or programming

constructs such as E* (repeat E), the use of inductive definitions seems very appropriate. This
can be seen when we ask,ourselves how to define [E*I(s,s'), i.e. the relation on-the state space
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which corresponds with executing E zero or more times: this will be something like
[E*](s,s') := (s = s' v

A [E*](s",s')))

and requires an inductive definition, for [E*] is defined in terms; of itself.
However, first-order logic -extended with inductive definitions doers not satisfy. the interpolation
property. The reason is that it is strong enough to code its own syntax and. to define truth implicitly,
but at the same time to refute an explicit truth definition by diagonalisation (Tarski's theorem): this
refutes Beth's definability theorem (6.3. 1) and hence interpolation. Below we give essentially the
same argument for first-order logic with, one inductively defined t.add4- N,_ the natural numbers.
More precisely: PA+ is the extension of PA (Peano Arithmetic) with two unary predicates P and
Q. We shall show:

interpolation fails in PA+.
This follows from

truth (for PA-formulae) is implicitly definable in PA+;
truth (for PA-formulae) is not explicitly definable in PA+.
We fix some coding of formulae of IPA onto N if 0 His such a formula, then '0 =°denotes its code,
and if nE N then we write n -for-., the formula with. code ;n. Let sub(n,ix) be, the code of the
formula which is formed by substituting Sx0 for xi in the formula coded by n, and let ST(n),
"f'n
EQ(n) and TREQ(n) be the predicates "n codes a:sentenee",
codes a closed equation" and "n
codes a true closed equation", respectively. It is routine but tedious to show -that_ sub- ST, EQ and
TREQ are explicitly definable in PA, hence in PA+.
Let TD(P) ("P is a truth definition") be defined by

Vn(Pn -4 ST(n)) A
Vn(EQ(n) - (Pn:<- TREQ(n))) n,

b'mn(n='-,m' -4 (Pn H -Pm)) A
Vmnp(n='mA,p' - (Pn H (Pm A Pp))) A ,°..
Vmni(n='Vxim' -+ (Pn H VxP sub(m,i,x)))).
We have
(1)
(2);,

H P'O') for all sentences 0 of PA,
PA+ F
PA+ F TD(P) A .TD(Q) -* b'n(Pnp<a Qn),

so truth is implicitly definable in PA+. (1) is proved with meta-induction over the complexity of
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0; to prove (2), define
_STL(k,n). -",.n ;codes a;sentence of PA with <1c logicalTsymbols
prove

PA+ F- Vk(TD(P) A TD(Q) - Vn(STL(k,n) --4 (Pn H Qn)))
with arithmetical induction` over k and observe

PA F- ST(n) H 3k(STL(k,n)).
owF assume that truth is explicitly definable in PA+ i.. e for some I we'have
PA+ F- TD(P) - (Ix +-* Px),
so a fortiori this holds in N:
N -k TD

(P),

(Ix <a Px);

with (1) we get
N_ kTD (P)

-4 ( E-a I'0') forr all sentences 0;

interpreting P by ('0' I NkO) yields N k TD(P), so we obtain
N I= 0 H PO' for all sentences 0.
$y the fixp6int theorein,;we have a oIJ with Nr -a ,I'ii', and with (2) we get
1171 '.

NkI'q<-4xVH
a contradiction.

6.5. Infinitary logic.
It is possible to reconcile the apparent incompatibility between inductive definitions and the
interpolation theorem, namely by allowing countably infinite conjunctions and disjunctions in the

logical language and extending the derivability relation appropriately. So if AO,A1,A2,
formulae, then so are

... are
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/nAn and VnAn;
new proof rules (thinking of aderivability relation generated by "a sequent calculus) are

< r F- A,An >n<co

1T,Ai F- A

for all i

(AL)

I', A nAn FA

(AR)
I

< ][-,An F- A >n<w

(VL)

F F, A, A nAn
F F- .A,Ai

(VR)
IF, VnAn F- A

for all i
F F- A, VnAn

where F, A are countable (infinite, finite, or empty) sets of formulae. Derivations can,be infinite,
but all branches have finite length.
The logic thus obtained from first-order logic is denoted by LwLw. Interpolation for Lco1 co was
first proved by Lopez-Escobar in [L65]. Moreover, L,,1,, satisfies the following infinitary variant

of the compactness theorem: if r F- A, then there is a countable A c; F_ with A. F- A.
In [FJKR87] a variant of Lco1 co called MPLCO (Many-sorted Partial infinitary Logic) is presented
which serves as target for the logical semantics of the design language COLD. The derivation
system of MPLCO is based on sequent calculus (containing rules as given above), and interpolation
is obtained using cut-elimination.
What about inductive definitions- in languages,likey

Lcol,? We refer to, [FJKR87] for a more

thorough treatment and confine ourselves here to the following observation:
[E*](s,s') := (s = s' v [E](s,s') v Bs"([E](s,s") A [E](s",s')) v ... ),

so [E*] can be defined explicitly by an infinite disjunction. In general, inductively defined
predicates are explicitly definable in a language like Loyl,w Jfxhe corresponding, predicate operator
has a countable limit ordinal.
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